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APPLICANT'S STATEMENT

1

SUMMARY OF FACTS AND ALLEGED VIOLATIONS

1.1 On 13 March

2014the Supreme Court of Iceland found the Applicants LG and BÓ
guilty of violating the Act on Public Limited Companies when incteasing share capital
of the limited liability company Exista hf. and when reporting that increase.

|
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During the process of the Applicantst case various provisions of the Convention were
violated. The issues at hand in the case were simple and concemed on one hand whether
the payment made for the share capital increase complied with the company legislation
and on the other hand whether the notification to the company registrar ("FSK") was
misleading. Despite the obvious simplicity of facts and questions of law, the Applicants
had to endure house search of their premises (including search and seizure of privileged
documents at LOGOS legal services' offices) and extensive tapping of their phone calls
(including BÓ's phone calls with anyone of his clients in his role as an attorney and
partner in the largest law firm in the country).

1.3 The Applicants did not enjoy the right to a fair trial in accordance

with Article 6(1) of
the Convention. By the establishment of the Special Prosecutorrs office the objective
was, according to the explanatory notes to the legislative bill, primarily to soothe anger,
increase the public sense ofjustice and conliscate illegal profit, i.e. to quench the thirst
for revenge over those allegedly responsible for the financial crisis in Iceland,

1.4 As a result the fundamental aspects of the right to a fair trial were not respected in the
process of the Applicantsr case. The conviction of the Applicants is due to the fact that
the establishment and existence of the Special Prosecutors office needed justification

and thus, the proceedings against them as a whole were not fair in the meaning of
Article 6 of the Conviction. The Special Prosecutor had investigated the Applicants in
many other cases (both were members of the board of directors of Kaupthing bank hf.).
They were eventually charged in the Exista-case and the Applicant LG was also charged
in the VÍS-case. [n the VÍS-case it became evident that the Special Prosecutor submitted
selective evidence, omitting submission of email correspondence clearly indicating the
innocence of the Applicant LG. After years of intense investigations the Special
Prosecutor had to drop all other cases against both Applicants.

|.5

The Applicants were not informed of the cause and nature of the accusations against
them, as the Applicant BÓ was convicted for a different violation than stated in the
indictment against him. This constitutes violation of Article 6(3)(a) and 6(3Xb) of the
Convention.

L.6

The Applicants were, by the Supreme Court's judgment, found gurlty of a violation
which was neither clear nor foreseeable from existing law at the time of said violation.
This constitutes violation of Article 7 of the Convention.

L7

The Applicants phones were tapped and their houses and offices searched. The case
concerned a simple payment for share capital and notification to the FSK and there was
no reason for extensive gathering of evidence to establish the facts of the case.
Moreover, a search of a law office premises was performed and confidential data
regarding its clients seized. This constitutes violation of Article 8 of the Convention.

1.8 A more detailed description

of the facts of the case and alleged violations is set out

below. In support of paragraphs2.l-2.18 anð2.41-2.54, reference is made to Exhibit
$t. 205 -222 of accompanying documents).
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
Background

2.1

In the autumn of 2008 the global liquidity crisis hit the lcelandic financial sector full
force. On 29 September 2008 it was announced that Glitnir Bank hf., one of three large
commercial banks in Iceland along with Landsbanki Íslands hf. and Kaupþing hf., had
requested assistance from the Central Bank of Iceland due to liquidity problems. On 3
October 2008, a run on the Icelandic banks began with large-scale withdrawals of
deposits and by 8 October 2008 the Financial Supervisory Authority Qcelandic:
Fjdrmálaeftirlitið hercinafter "FME") had appointed a resolution committee for each of
the three banks, which took over their operations. Consequently, the banks' share capital
became worthless.

2.2

Exista hf. ("Exista"), a limited liability company incorporated in Iceland, was at the
time of the collapse the single largest shateholder in Kaupþing hf., which again was the
largest of the three major commercial banks that was forced into government
receivership. Kaupþing hf- was also Exista's single largest creditor with outstanding
loans to Exista and subsidiaries amounting to a total of almost €1.5 billion.

2.3

Following the meltdown of the Icelandic financial sector, Exista faced severe financial
difficulties. The key management of the company strived in the weeks following to keep
control of the company and its assets.
Share capital increase

2.4 A legally convened meeting of the shareholders of Exista, held on 30 October 2008,
resolved unanimously to grant the board of Exista (the "Board") the authorization to
raise the share capital of Exista by op to 50,000,000,000 ISK. The Board was moreover
granted the authority to sell assets and restructure Exista's financial position.

2.5
2.6

The decision of the shareholders meeting was published on the Stock Exchange that
same day and the Register of Companies (Icelandic: Fyrirtækjaslvá,herein referred to
as "FSK") was notified on 4 November 2008.
On L2 November 2008, LOGOS legal services ("LOGOS"), an Icelandic law firm,
established three private limited companies (Icelandic: einkahlutafelag). The companies
were assigned the names; ELL 194 ehf., ELL 195 ehf. and ELL 196 ehf. Each of the
companies had share capital of 500,000 ISK.

2.7

On a shareholder' meeting of each of the three companies, held on 3 Decembet 2008,
their names were changed to Kvakkur ehf. ("Kvakkur"), Korkur vélaleiga ehf.
("Korkur") and BBR ehf. ("BBR"). The Applicant Mr. Lyður Guðmundsson ("LG")
was elected the Chairman of the Boatd of all three companies. LG was also the vice
chairman of Kaupthing hf. when the FME took control of its operations.

2.8

LOGOS concurrently prepared purchase agreements regarding shares in the three
companies. Under one of those agreements Korkur, represented by the Applicant LG,
purchased all shares in BBR from LOGOS. Simultaneously BBR purchased all shares
of Kvakkur which again purchased all shares of Korkur. The purchase price for the
shares in each of the companies was equal to their nominal value.

2.9

On a second shareholder meeting of Kvakkur, held on 3 December 2008,

it

was

resolved to increase Kvakkur's share capital by 1,000,000,000 ISK by issuance of new
shares in the nominal value of ISK per share. BBR, being the sole shareholder of

I
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Kvakkur, subscribed to all new shares and paid in cash borrowed from Lysing hf.,
which at the time was Existars subsidiary. The payment was made to a designated
escrow account for Kvakkur at LOGOS. Deloitte, as accountants for Kvakkur,
conf,rrmed the capital increase.

2.I0

Atthe time of the share capital increase in Kvakkur the Applicant LG was the Chairman
of the Exista Board. The Applicant BÓ was at this time a parûrer of LOGOS and
member of the board of directors of Kaupþing bank from 2003 until its collapse in
October 200S. BÓ was also a member of the Board Credit Comrnittee and the Board
Audit Committee of Kaupthing. The Applicant LG and the Applicant BÓ are herein
collectively referred to as the "Applicants".

2.ll

On a meeting of the Board on 4 December 2008 it was resolved that it best suited the
interest of Exist4 by reference to circumstances at the time, to increase the share capital
by 50,000,000,000 shares. It was decided to perform the share capital increase by sale of
newly issued shares to BBR. In consideration for the newly issued Exista shares BBR
was to transfer all shares of Kvakkur to Exista. Due to conflict of interest LG withdrew
from the meeting of the board while this was discussed and decided upon. The board
decided to issue 50,000,000,000 new shares for payment in kind, as described above.
share capital of Existaafterthe increase amountedto tSK 64,174,767,632.The
Board did, at the meeting on 4 December 2008, resolve that the share capital of Exista
should be lowered against operational losses before end of year 2008 by 62,897,272,280
shares, meaning the nominal value of Exista would after the increase and the subsequent
decrease of share capital be 1,283,769,353 ISK. The transactions were a part of a
strategy designed by the key management of Exista, in order to save the company from
insolvency while injecting new capital into its operations.

2.12 T\etotal

2.13 As a result from the strategy to first increase the share capital of Exista by
50,000,000,000 ISK for the price of all the shares in Kvakkur, and then subsequently
decrease the share capital of Exista, the capital injected into Exista by the share capital
increase was paid atthe rate of 0.02 ISK for each share of nominal value 1 ISK. Other
major shareholders v/ere offered to join the increase at the same rate, but chose not to.

2.I4

Existars accountants, Deloitte, were assigned the task of confirming that the share
fully paid for by the above explained structure. Deloitte had prior
to that been involved in structuring the terms of the share capital increase and the
proposed subsequent decrease of share capital.
increase of Exista was

2.15 The Board assigned to LOGOS the task of notifying the FSK of the share capital
increase. LOGOS had not been involved in structuring the terms of the share capital
increase. However, the Applicant BÓ had been informed of the proposed plan to
increase the share capital of Exista and advised against it, as he believed it was not in
accordance with the provision of Article 16(1) of the Act on Public Limited Companies
no.2ll995 (the "Act on Public Limited Companies"). However, the key management
of Exista, and its board of directors, were sceptical on that conclusion and believed that
the offered payment was above market value of the company and that the capital
injection was needed due to lack of liquidity,

2.16 According to Article 16(1) of the Act on Public Limited Companies, payment for

a

share may not amount to less than its nominal value.

2.17

AL this time there were no company accounts available where the operational losses of
Exista were realized and accounted for. Therefore, Exista could not first decrease the

nominal share capital against the losses and subsequently increase

it

at the rate

of

I
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(which is the normal practice in Iceland in these situations). In light of this Exista
decided to see if FSK would agree with their view that a company could decide to
increase the share capital at less than the nominal rate of I if it was stated in the same
company decision that the share capital would be lowered against the losses
subsequently once the exact amount has been accounted for. On 8 December 2008 FSK
was notified that the shares capital of Exista had been increased by ISK 50,000,000,000.
The notification stated that LOGOS had been assigned the task of notifying the FSK of
the share capital increase and reference was made to an enclosed specialistl report on
payment for the newly issued shares, prepared by Deloitte. The notifrcation was in the
standard template format for notifications of share capital increase. The Applicant BÓ
did not participate in the wording of the notification, which \ilas a simple standa¡d form
that an associate had sent to Exista's in-house lawyers for approval. BO stepped in to
sign the notification as the associate was home sick when Exista's in-house counsels
asked LOGOS to send it to FSK.

2.18 The

share capital increase was registered on the same day by the FSK and no comments

made. It was stated clearly in news bulletins at the time that share capital increase of
50,000,000,000 ISK was paid for by 1,000,000,000 ISK and others identified clearly
that the payment was therefore at the rate of 0.02. Nobody has claimed to have suffered
any financial losses due to the share capital increase, or the notification there of, a part

from the Applicant LG that had to participate in the mandatory take over process
following the capital increase.
The Special Prosecutorts

ffice

2.19 Qn 12 December 2008, the office of the Special Prosecutor was established by the
enactment of Act No. 135/2008 on the Ofhce of the Special Prosecutor (the "Special
Pro secutor Act" ) (Exhibit 24, p. 40 | - 402 of accompanyin g do cuments).

Prosecutor office's establishment was according to the
explanatory notes to the Special Prosecutor Ãct, inter alia as follows (Exhibit 25, p. 406
of accompanying documents) :

2.20 The objective of the Special

Eficient and effective investigation and trial of offenses that might come
into tight after the collapse ofthe banks, should soothe anger, increase the
public sense ofjustice and increase citizens'faith ín the rule of la',,v as well
as to serve as a warning and educationþr the future.
2.21 On 13 January 2009, Mr. Ótazu Þór Hauksson, district magistrate in the small town of
Aktanes, was appointed Special Prosecutor from 1 February 2009.

2.22 The Special Prosecutor launched numerous investigations in the months after the
establishment of the office, intended to discover alleged criminal activities in the
banking and finance section of Iceland in the months and years leading up to the
financial collapse of 2008. Both Applicants were called in for questioning as defendants
or witnesses on several occasions regarding numerous investigations relating to Exista
or Kaupþing bank. They suffered many years marked with the positions as suspects in
the various investigations and have by now finally been cleared from these positions.
Investigation actions

2.23 By the end of May 2009, over half a year after the notihcation on the share capital
increase of Exista had been filed, the FSK reviewed the notif,rcation. By letters dated 2
July 2009, addressed to the Applicant BÓ and Mr. Hilmar Alfreðsson, Exista's
accountant at Deloitte, the FSK enquired whether the 50,000,000,000 ISK increase of
4

share capital was paid for

by 1,000,000,000ISK.

1l June 2009, the Applicant

BÓ confirmed the above mentioned
understanding as clearly stated in Deloitte's report attached and refened to in the
original notifrcation to FSK. gÓ also informed FSK that LOGOS was merely assigned

2.24 By a letter dated

the task of notifuing FSK of the decision taken by the Board of Exista.
June 2009, the FSK decided to withdraw the registration of share capital increase
and lowered the registered share capital to the amount of shares registered prior to the

2.25 On29

increase.

2.26 By a letter to the Special Prosecutor's office dated 28 September 2009, New Kaupthing
Bank hf. (now Arion bank hf.) brought charges against certain members of Exista
management, employees of Deloitte and LOGOS, amongst others the Applicants.

2.27 By a request daTed 25 January 2010 the Special Prosecutor requested that the District
Court of Reykjavík would grant authorization to perform a search of premises in "the
Applicant BÓ's work facilities and in common filing cabinets at LOGOS, computer
systems and other common storages." The Special Prosecutor specifrcally requested that
the authorization be granted for "search in locked cabinets and storages in the Applicant
BÓts office and in common spaces."

2.28 The Special Prosecutor's request speci-fically notes that it was considered necessary to
seize evidence regarding "the companies Exista hf., BBR ehf. and Kvakkur ehf. in
connection with share capital increase of Exista hf. in December 2008" and regarding
"the companies Exista B.V. and Exista Holding B.V. in regatd to sale of the company
Bakkavör Group hf. from the Exista hf. group of companies to B Food Invest ehf."

District Court of Reykjavík accepted the Special
Prosecutor's request. The verdict of the District Court did not restrict the Special
Prosecutor's search authorization to the demarcated evidence the Special Prosecutor
himself had deemed necessary in his request.

2.29 By a verdict

dated 25 January 201 0 the

2.30 On 26 Jantary 2010 the Special Prosecutor performed a search of LOGOSTs premises.
The raid started at 09:09 o'clock in the morning. Various documents and data were
seized from the law office in large quantities and representatives ofthe law firm given
little or no opportunity to observe which documents were apprehended, under threat of
arrest. BÓ was asked to point out everything relevant and told that if there was the
slightest conception of him concealing any data, then he would be arrested. When he
objected to the seizure of documents and data that concerned his clients and was subject
to counsel privacy, then he was given the option of shutting up or being arrested. The
description of the seized documents and data is general and imperfect, such as "blue
binder" without any or sufficient description of the content seized binders, note books or
boxes. The seized documents and data have not been teturned to the law firm.

2.31 Among the documents seized were documents regarding other companies than

those

refened to in the District Court's verdict, e.g. among the folders seized were ones titled
Bakkabraedur Strategic Investment Limited, Bakkabraedur BVI companies,
Bakkabraedur Loan agreements etc. By way of background, the term "Bakkabraedur"
refers collectively to the Applicant LG and his brother, Ágúst Guðmundsson. Some of
the seized data did tum up in another Special Prosecutorrs case which had nothing to do
with the notification to the FSK, which was the grounds for the seizure.

2,32 Moreover, ¿rmong the documents seized were documents regarding other measures than
refe¡red to in the request for search warrant, such as a folder regarding Exista marked
5

"enquiry from tax authorities regarding employee' income tax".

2.33 During the search of LOGOST premises, the Special Prosecutor realized that emails and
other electrical data of LOGOS was hosted by Síminn hf., an Icelandic telecom
company. Hence, the Special Prosecutor filed on 26 Jamary 2010 a request for search
warrant in the premises of Síminn hf.
January 2010 the District Court of Reykjavík ruled, following a hearing which
the managing partner of LOGOS attended, that the Special Prosecutor be authorized to
seize emails from the Applicant BÓ from the period between 1 January 2008 to 26
January 2010 regarding the matters referred to in the Special Prosecutor's request.

2.34 On26

2,35 On 29 January 2010 the Special Prosecutor appealed the verdict of the District Court to
the Supreme Court, requesting that the limitation in time and subject matter provided in
the District Courtrs verdict be removed.
2.36 On 1 February 2010 LOGOS accepted to allow the Special Prosecutor to search the
Applicant BÓ's email without the restrictions provided in the District Courtrs verdict on
26 January 2010. This was agreed on under implied threat and pressure from the Special
Prosecutor.

2.37 By a request dated 21 January 2010 the Special Prosecutor requested a warrant to wiretap all phone calls made to and from all phone numbers BÓ was registered for. By a
verdict dated 22 January 2010 the District Court of Reykjavík granted a warrant for
wire-tapping from 22 Januaty through 12 February 2010'

2.38 On 5 January 2010, the District Court of Reykjavík ruled that the Applicant LG should
be arrested. However, the Applicant never was arrested on grounds of the verdict.

2,39 On 22 Jantary 2010 the District Court of Reykjavík granted the Special Prosecutor a
warrant for wire-tapping phone numbers that the Applicant LG was registered for in the
period between 22 Jarnary 2010 and 12 February 2012.
2.40 By verdicts dated 25 January 2010 the District Court of Reykjavík granted the Special
Prosecutor a warrant for search and seizure at the Applicant LG's home and his
summerhouse.
P r o s e cut

i

on and j udgment

2.41 By inrtictment dated 19 September 2012 the Special Prosecutor brought the following
charges against the Applicants:

l.

Against the Applicant LG for having, on I December 2008, as board member of
BBR, deliberately violated the Act on Public Limited Companies by paying less than
nominal value for 50 billion new shares in Exista. This is stated to be in breach of
Articles 16(1), cf. Article 153(1X2) of the Act on Public Limited Companies.
and BÓ for deliberately announcing an increase of share
capital of Exista in a misleading manner when BO, at the behest of LG, notified the
FSK that the share capital of Exista had been increased by 50 billion ISK and that the
increase of share capital had been fully paid for, even though only 1 billion ISK had
been paid to Exista. This is stated to be in breach of Article 153(1Xl) of the Act on
Public Limited Companies.

2. Against the Applicants LG

2.42 Byjudgment of the District Court of Reykjavík, rendered on 30 May 2013, the Dishict
Court found the Applicant LG guilty of breaching Article 16(1) of the Act on Public
Limited Companies, by paying, through BBR, less than nominal value for the share
capital increase of Exista.
6

2.43

The Applicant LG was acquitted of having any involvement in notifying the FSK of the
share capital increase. In its conclusion the district court judge states that no witnesses
have said that the Applicant LG had any involvement in producing or filing the
notihcation and no other evidence supports that assessment of the prosecutor.

2.44 LG was sentenced to pay a fine of 2 million ISK. The state was ordered to pay half of
his legal defence cost.

2.45 The District Court moreover found BÓ innocent of the prosecution's çlaims in its
judgment of 30 May 2013. According to the District Courtrs conclusion, the notihcation
to ÈSf only states what was resolvéd at a board meeting of Exista, and BÓ had the
duty, as the companyrs appointed attomey, to notify FSK of its decision, and the
notification described the conclusion and a detailed description of the process was in the
auditor's report attached to the notification The District Court furthermore noted that on
the contrary to the charges of Special Prosecutor, the notification and the auditor report
described what actually happened. Thus, the District Court could not accept that the
Applicant BÓ had, deliberately, notified the FSK of the share capital increase in a
wrong or misleading manner.

2-46 On 20 June 2013 the Director of Public Prosecutions (Icelandic: Ríkissalcsóknari)
appealed the judgment of the District Court to the Supreme Court. The Director of
Public Prosecutions called for the Applicants LG and BÓ to be found guilty of all
charges, that the penalty of LG be increased and that the Applicant gÓ be found guilty,
penalized and deprived ofhis license to practice as attorney.

2.47 Itwas

witnessed under the court proceedings that the employees of the FSK did not read

the auditors confirmation. Evidence nlrttrer showed that neither LG or BÓ or any
employee of Exista tried to conceal or hide what actually happened. The decision was
published on the stock market, was on all major media and, as a consequence of the
decision, BBR had, under legal obligation, to enter into a mandatory take over process.
In the takeover process the capital increase was reviewed and scrutinized by the FME,
which hired PwC as their advisors. This process took months. The FSK, the FME, the
Stock Exchange and PwC made no reservations to the methods of the capital increase.

2.48 Soon after the mandatory bid process was over, where Arion bank decided to sell its
share capital in Exista to BBR ehf. for close to 130,000,000 ISK, Arion bank decided to
file charges to the Special Prosecutor. Arion bank is a subsidiary of the estate of
Kaupthing bank.

2.49 By

its judgment on 13 March2014 the Supreme Court found the Applicant LG guilty

of

breaching Article 16(1) of the Act on Public Limited Companies, by paying, through
BBR, less than nominal value fot the share capitai increase of Exista.

2.50 In its judgment, the Supreme Court moreover found the Applicant LG innocent of any
involvement in notifying FSK of the share capital increase, by reference to the district
court's conclusions in that regard.

2.51 The Supreme Court found the Applicant BÓ guilty of reporting the share capital
increase to the FSK in a misleading manner.

2.52 The Supreme Court sentenced

the Applicant LG to eight months imprisonment, five

of

which are suspended on probation for two years.

2.53 The Supreme Court sentenced the Applicant BÓ to six months imprisonment, three of
which are suspended on probation for two years. The Applicant BO was moreover
deprived of his license to practice as afforney for a period of one year. In Art. 68, Para2,
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of the Penal Code No. 19/1940, it is stated that when one is found guilty of committing
a criminal offence, then it is possible to have one's public license suspended "...if the
violation makes it very likely that the defendant will commit ñrther vioiations in his
position or business", The Supreme Court did not provide reason how these condìtions
could be met in light of the facts of the case.
2.54 Under Icelandic law, the Applicant gÓ is not permitted to be a partner at a law hrm
while not being allowed to practice as attorney and is therefore no longer a partnet at

.

LOGOS, at least not during the one year susþension period.
The VÍS-case

2,55 During the same time that the investigation and process of the Exista case was taking
place, another investigation and proceedings were taking place, directed et.al. against
the Applicant LG (refened to herein as the "VÍS-case") (Exhibit 19, p. 269-332 of
accompanying documents).

2.56 By a letter dated 5 November 2010 the FME referred to the Special Prosecutor an
investigation it had undertaken on misuse of trust Qcelandic: umboðssvik) and other
economic crimes of executives in Vátryggingafélag Íslands hf. ("VÍS"). VÍS was at the
time, and still is, one of lcelandts leading providers of nonJife insurance services.

2.57 The Special Prosecutor had announced, at a press conference in May 201I, that

an

investigation of the VÍS-case involved a possible misuse of around 90,000,000,000 ISK
(around EUR 600,000,000). On 1 June 2011 the Special Prosecutor publicly described
the investigation as a "destination unknown journey" (Icelandic: óvissuferð) (Exhibit 8,
p. 136-137 in accompanying documents).

2.58 The Applicant LG was interrogated twice in relation to the VÍS-case, in May and
October 2}ll.Indictment was issued on 1l October 2013 and the case was filed on 30
October that same year.

2.59

After years of investigation, the conclusion was however that the amounts at issue in the
charges in the VÍS-case were between 200-250 million tSK (1.3-1.6 million EUR).
Charges were brought against the Applicant LG, who was at the time chairman of the
board of VÍS and held por iil of procuration and against Sigurðut Valtysson ("SV") who
was at the time a member of the board of VÍS and the CEO of Exista.

it

became evident that the Special Prosecutor submitted
selective evidence in the case and thus, the defendants submitted email correspondence
showing how the borrowing at issue in the case came to be.

2.60 During the proceedings

2.61 Under the oral hearings of the case the witness Mr. Grímur Grímsson who was in charge
of the investigation of the case within the Special Ptosecutorrs offrce could not explain
why the correspondence showing how the decision on the lending was taken at the time
was not submitted by the prosecution. Mr. Grímsson explained that the prosecution had
obtained the conespondence in electronic format dwing their search of VIS| premises,
and that for some reason, it must have slipped their attention when reviewing seized
documents.

2.62 The District Courtrs conclusion states that the evidence in the case could not "in any
way be understood" in a manner to support the indictment. (exhibit 19, p. 317 in
accompanying documents).

2.63 The District Court found both LG and SV innocent on all of the prosecutions charges.
The acquittal of the Dishict Court will not be appealed by the Special Prosecutor.

I

2.64 On 23 July 2014 the State Prosecutor's offîce publicly announced that investigation
cases related to Exista and VÍS had been dropped @xhibit 20, p. 333 of accompanying
documents).

3
3.

STATEMENT OF ALLEGED YIOLATIONS

i

3.2

Throughout the process of their case the Applicants claim that various provisions of the
European Convention on Human Rights ("The Convention") have been violated.

Article 6(1) -The Right to a Fair Trial
The Applicants did not enjoy the right to a fair trial. They were presumed guilty by the
investigation and the prosecution from the start. They also did not enjoy equality of
arms guaranteed by Article 6(1) of the Convention.

3.3

The European Court of Human Rights ("The Court") has stressed that "the right to a
fair trial holds so prominent a place in a democratic society that there can be no
justification for interpreting Article 6 of The Convention restrictively" (Perez v France
47287/99 para 64 GC). As soon as an individual has been notified, by a competent
authority, of the allegation that he has committed a criminal offence, he must be
considered to benefit from the protection of Article 6.

3.4

It must be considered as a fact of the matter that the Applicants had the legal status of
defendants, and were under the protection of Article 6 of The Convention, from the time
the Registry of Enterprises sent a letter regarding the case to the Speõial Prosecutor, on
22 September 2009, which formally triggered the Special Prosecutorrs investigation of
the case, or at last when Kaupthing Bank brought charges against the Applicants by a
letter to the Special Prosecutorrs office dated 28 September 2009.

3.5

When assessing whether criminal proceedings have been fair, in the sense of Article
6(1) of The Convention, proceedings should be considered as a whole, including the
way in which prosecution and defence evidence was taken. The Court has thus found
that proceedings have been in breach with Article 6(1) without particular provisions of
the Article being breached individually (Barberà and others v Spain 10590/83 para 68
and 74-89). In addition to individual violations of the convention, as explained below,
the Applicants believe the proceedings as a whole violated Article 6(1) through failure
to comply with the principles of Article 6, 7 and I of the Convention throughout the
proceedings.

3.6

tcelandic criminal procedure is based on the principle of objectivity which entails that
under criminal proceedings, authorities must attach equal weight to evidence that would
lead towards a verdict of "not guilty" as well as a verdict of "guilty", as the goal is to
establish what is true and correct.

3.7

The principle of objectivity is further established by Articles 18(3) and 53(2) of the Act
on Criminal Procedure no. 88/2008 ("Criminal Procedure Act") (Exhibit22, p. 361393 of accompanying documents).

3.8 In principle the police investigates

alleged crimes, unless law states otherwise, cf.
Article 52(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act.

3.9

In Chapter III of the Criminal Procedure Act the organization of the prosecution is
established, cf. also provisional Article VII of the Criminal Procedure Act. The
principle is that the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions prosecutes all major
criminal cases, including all major economic crimes, cf. Article 23 of the Criminal
Procedure Act and provisional Article VII, while chiefs of police prosecute minor cases.
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3.10 The objective of this organization of prosecution and investigation, to have these
powers divided between separate authorities, is further explained in the explanatory
notes to the Criminal Procedure Act (Exhibit 23, p. 394-400 in accompanying
documents).

3.11 The objective of this general organizationprocedure is to ensure objectivity, the rights
of the accused and that no one is prosecuted for or found guilty of a crime he did not
commit.

3.12 The office of the Special Prosecutor was established by law soon after the banking
collapse, as a bill was passed by the Parliament on 12 December 2008 under severe
public pressure to investigate and prosecute those thought to be responsible for the
banking crisis.

3.13 The Special Prosecutor Act presents a deviation from the general principle of the
Criminal Procedure Act, that po\Mers of investigation and prosecution of major crimes
are divided between separate authorities.

3.14 Article 1(1) of the Special Prosecutor Act (Exhib\t 24, p. 401 of accompanying
documents) gives powers to the special prosecutor to both investigate and prosecute
certain alleged crimes that could all be considered as economic crimes.
3.1
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Articl e 2(2) of the Special Prosecutor Act states that the Special Prosecutor shall have
the position and general authorizations of a commissioner of police. At the same time
the Special Prosecutor and the prosecutors working at his ofFrce shall constitute
prosecutors in the sense of the Criminal Procedure Act.

3.16 The objective of the establishment of the office of the Special Prosecutor is, according
to the explanatory notes to the Special Prosecutor Act, among other things, to "soothe
anger, increase the public sense of justice and increase citizens'faith in the rule of law
as well as to serve as a waming and education for the future". The notes (Exhibit 25, p.
406-406 in accompariying documents) frrther read as follows:
There are always high demands placed on the criminal justice system, but
never higher thenwhen the infrastructure of a whole society is under Jìre,
as ishere [...J [IJt can be presumed that the current authorities that
investigate and prosecute, and even the courts, would have their hands full
with cases that might arise Ji'om the collapse of the banks. [."J The
investigøtion of complex economic crimes, prosecution and trial, is both
time consuming and costly compared to other criminal cases. It is on the
other hand completely wrong thqt those cases only add to the costs of the
government budget. The disclosure of tax crimes and economic crimes
often leads to a steep increase in the tax income of the state treasury, while

illegal profits from economic crimes cqn be confiscated. Efficient and
effective investigation and trial of offenses that might come into light øfter
the collapse ofthe banks, should soothe anger, increase the public sense of
justice and increase citizens'faith in the rule of law as well qs to serve qs a
warning and educationfor the future.
3.17 The objective of the establishment of the offrce of the Special Prosecutor was not to
ensure legal certainty for the accused or their right to a fair trial, or to review certain
acts in an objeotive manner, as it was primarily to quench the public's thirst for revenge
over those thought responsible for the financial crisis. For this purpose in the years
following the office of the Special Prosecutor was given resources that were without
precedent in Iceland. The presumption being that the businessmen that operated within

i0

I

the financial system were criminally responsible and to blame for the collapse of the
system itself.
aspects of the right to a fair trial is the principle of equality of
arms.The principle requires each party to be given an opportunity to present his case
without a substantial disadvantage to his opponent. The aim of the principle of equality
ofarns is both to protect the defendant against any abuse ofauthority and to ensure that
each party is afforded a reasonable opportunity to present his case under conditions that
do not place him at a substantial disadvantage vis-à-vis his opponent (Coëme and others

3.18 One of the fundamental

v Belgium 32492/96, 32547/96, 32548/96

para

102).

3.19 The principle of equality of arms was compromised by the mere establishment of the
office of the Special Prosecutor, as the objective of the ofïice was to punish those
"guilty" of causing the banking crisis in Iceland. The general presumption of guilt
compromised the objectivity necessary to ensure equality of arms as the investigation,
the prosecution, and even the courts, operated with the presumption of guilt.

3.20

Certain individuals who were active in the financial sector in Iceland pre-crisis, amongst
those both the Applicants, were presumed "guiþ" by the public opinion, and as
prescribed above also by the legislative authority. The office ofthe Special Prosecutor
was established exclusively to investigate and prosecute those certain individuals regardless of any reasonable suspicion of a certain criminal offence before the
investigation started. Both Applicants were called in to questioning as defendants or
witnesses in dozens of investigations launched by the special prosecutor in the months
after the establishment of the office. This effectively meant that the Applicants had a
standing unfavourable to them as against the standing of other persons accused within
the Icelandic criminal justice system. Moreover, the investigation was not proportional
to the alleged offences and all state authorities were heavily influenced by the public
opinion and the legislative authorityrs presumption of guilt-

3.2I

The issues in this case could hardly have been simpler. On one hand was the charge
against LG for paying less than I ISK for each share in the capital increase and the
for that is a basic legal question, On
question whether or not the payer can be punished
-BÓ
and the question whether or not BÓ sent a
the other hand the charge agãinst LG and
misleading notification to FSK regarding the share capital increase at the instigation of
LG. The said notification stated that a fuIl payment had been made, as described in
Deloitte's auditor's confirmation. The confirmation clearly stated that a payment in kind
equal to 1,000,000,000 ISK had been made for the issuance of 50,000,000,000 shares.

3.22 Despite the simple issues at hand the Special Prosecutor decided to invest heavily in the
investigation of the matter, with house searches and seizures in LOGOS and in various
places related to LG and his brother both in lceland and the UK, where loads of
documents and data was obtained for investigation, and arrests in lceland. The house
searches and the arrests were grounded with suspicion of various other alleged offences,

which the Special Prosecutor had

to drop after two to four years of

intense

investigations (and one unsuccessful trial in the VÍS-case).

3.23 Due to the investment in the whole investigations the Special Prosecutor was under
pressure to deliver results. However, the only result of years of intense investigations of
Exista, and its subsidiaries, where every stone was turned, were these simple legal
questions surrounding the amount paid for the new share capital and the notification
thereof. If the Supreme Court would have confirmed the lower court ruling (or fully
acquitted LG as well), then it is obvious that the Special Prosecutor would have had a
hard time defending his decisions and the Icelandic state could have faced serious
11
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compensation claims - especially in light of the fact that at that time it was obvious that
there were no grounds for the extensive research expedition which had been performed.

3.24 Tojustify the establishment and existence of the office of the special prosecutorthere
had to be formal charges and convictions. This must have obscured the objectivity of
both the investigation and prosecution and hindered any chance of a fair trial. The
judgment of the Supreme Court shows that the judges of the court were influenced by
this pressure.

3.25 Moreover, the fact that the directors of Exista were not charged, even though they took
the decision which the Special Prosecutor claimed was illegal, indicates that the Special
Prosecutorrs motive was to impact public opinion rather than investigating crime with a
view to punish those guilty.

3.26 In light of the above, the Applicants find that the trial proceedings against them as a
whole were not fair in the meaning of Article 6(1) of the Convention and that their
presumption of innocence, in the meaning of Article 6(2) of the Convention, was not
guaranteed.

Article 6(3)(a) and 6(3)(b) - The right to be ínformed of the cause and nature of
accusations

3.27 The applicant BÓ notes that the particulars of the offence, as served formally in the
indictment, play acrucial role in the criminal process, in that it is from the moment from
their service that the accused is formally put on written notice of the factual and legal
basis of the charges against him (cf. i.a. Sipavicius v. Lithuania 49093/99, para. 27).

3.28 The indictment (Exhibit 9, p. 138 of accompanying documents) states that BÓ is
accused of:
Notifying the share capital increase in Exista hf, deliberatelyin a.false and
misleadinq manner by sending on I December 2008, al lhe behest qf LG, a
notification to the FSK [... ] where it was wrongfully stated that share
capital inøease of Exista hf., in the nominal value of 50 billion ISK, had
been fully paid to the company even though no more than I bíllion shares
in Kvakkui, whose value was I biltion ISK, as set out in section I above.I

3.29 The indictmentspecificallystatesthattherewas adeliberate elementof deceptionor
deceit in the notification ui irr,.r., i.e. that the Applicant gÓ tried on puryose to fool the
FSK into registering measures that had not been taken. Moreover, the indictment
specifically states that this was done at the behest of the Applicant LG, i,e. that the
Applicant BÓ acted with the interests of LG in mind rather than the interests of Exista.
3.30 In the Supreme Court's judgment in the Exista case (Exhibit 15,p. 215 of accompanying
documents) the following is stated in numeric section two of the conclusion chapter of
the judgment:

On chapter

II of the indictment, the Dìstrict Court considered

that in

respect of [the Applicant LGJ, his statements beþre the court could not be
dßbelieieã, witû regard to the testimony of [the Applicant BO] among
other things, that the production of the wrong notification had not been at
the behest of [the Applicant LG]. t ...1 Thereþre, the conclusion of the

district court to acquit LG of the charges brought in chapter

II

of

the

indictment is confirmed.
rEmphasis

added.
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3.31 Despite the above conclusion regarding the Applicant LG's part in sending the
notification to the FSK, the Supreme Court found the Applicant BÓ guilty of II section
of the indictment. The conclusion of the Supreme Court there on (Exhibit 15, p.214215 of accompanying documents) is the following:

It is clear that the accused [the Appticant BOJ had knowledge of the

substance of the report and events leading up to its produce, as he had,
inter alia in an email dated 4 December 2008 to the accused LG staled
doubts that the content of the report was in complíance with Act No.
2/1995 fon limited liability companiesJ, Moreover, the accused BO stated
in his testimony before the court that he had doubts that the FSK would

accept the notffication øs it contained a "far-reaching ìnterpretation of
Article 16". Nevertheless he signed, as attorney, the notificationwhichwas
required by law and stated as said beþre that the share capital of the
company had been raised in the nominal value of 50,000,000,000 ISK and
that the shares had been fully paid. By referríng in thal regard to a
specialist's report ønd confirmation from a public qccountant it was
indicated that the payment of the share capital had been in accordance
with the requírements of law, includíng Article 16(1) of Act No. 2/1995,
and there by the payment for the shares hqd been ISK 50,000,000,000'

With reference to the aforesaid, the accused BO notified the FSK in a
misleading tnãnner of the payment þr the new shares in Exista hf, which
amounted to only one Jìftieth of the legally required paymenL He is
thereþre found guilty of violøting Article 153(1) of Act No. 2/i'995 as he ís
accused of in chapter II of the indictment.

3.32 The applicant BÓ submits in light of the aforesaid, that his conviction is for an offence

different from the one charged. The offence for which the Applicant gÓ is charged with
specifrcally states that the FSK was notified "deliberately and in a false and misleading
manner at the behest of LG."

3 .3
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Firstly, the Supreme Court concluded that such "behest of LG" was not present in the
case.

3.34 Secondly, the finding of the Supreme Court is that the notification signed by the
Applicant BÓ "indicated", by reference to enclosed documents prepared by the public
accountant of Exista, in a misleading manner, that the share capital increase had been
tully paid.

3.35 Thus, the requirements of the indictment that the notification was "deliberately"
presented in a "false" manner "at the behest" of the Applicant LG are not fulf,lled.
Therefore the Supreme Court finds BO guilty as he signed the notification as an
attorney, irrespective of whether or not he deliberately decided to mislead the FSK or
for whom he acted. If BO had known this was a possible conclusion, then he would
have prepared his defence accordingly.

3.36 The nature of the accusation against the Applicant gÓ is thus different from the nature
of the offence he was convicted for. In light of what the Applicant BÓ was eventually
convicted for, he would have had to defend an accusation of criminal liability for
signing a standard template notification of share capital increase - in his capacity as an
attorney, and irrespective of other information provided and irrespective of the legal
obligations of the FSK employees to review and assess the legality of all notifications
sent, cfr. Art. 150 of the Act on Public Limited Companies'
t3

3.37 The Applicant BÓ notes that the provisions of Article 6(3)(a) of the Convention point to
the need for special attention to be paid to the notification of the "accusation" to the
defendant. Particulars of the offence play a crucial role in this regard. Article 6(3Xa) of
the Convention affords the defendant the right to be informed not only of the cause of
the accusation, that is to say the acts he is alleged to have committed and on which the
accusation is based, but also the legal characterisation given to those acts (Pdllssîer and
,Sassi v. France 25444/94,

para.

51.).

3.38 This right of the defendant must in particular be assessed in light of the more general
right to a fair hearing guaranteed by Article 6(1) of the Convention. The Court has
considered that in criminal matters the provision of full, detailed information conceming
the charges against a defendant, and consequently the legal characterisation that the
court might adopt in the matter, is an essential prerequisite for ensuring that the
proceedings are fair (Pélissier and Sassi v. France 25444/94, para. 52.).
3.39 Regardless of the merits which the Applicant BÓ could have relied on, had he had the
opportunity to submit defences on a charge of indicating in a misleading manner, in his
position as an attorney confirming the method of payment and that the share capital was
firlly paid, the defences would in any case have been different from those presented in
the actual case. Applicant BÓ could for example have pointed out in his defence that he
cannot be found guilty according to Art. 153 of the Company Act, simply because the
notihcation was signed by him as a member of the bar association. The provision
requires one to act deliberately to mislead the FSK, irrespective of who sends the
notif,rcation. The Supreme Court does not argue that Applicant BO deliberately mislead
the FSK, but rather that the FSK could rely on his notification as he r'ryas ¿rn attomey and
a member of the bar association. The Supreme Court did not take into account the fact
that the FSK did not read the auditor's report enclosed with said notification, that the
method of payment was clearly stated in public media and that the method of payment
was never concealed for anyone. This conclusion of the Supreme Court is different from
what the Applicant BO was charged for in the indictment, as defending charges of
objective responsibility of the content of the notification is entirely different from
defending charges of deliberately presenting something in a misleading manner.

3.40 Furthennore, would the Applicant BÓ have known that he could be deprived of his
license to practice as an attorney, without any legal reasoning as to the substantive
requirements provided in Art 68, Para 2, of the Penal Code No. 19/1940, but as a mere
consequence of signing the notification to the FSK, then he would have handled his
defence differently and accordingly.
3.41 The Applicant BÓ notes that he was acquitted of the charge by the District Court and as
the Supreme Courtrs judgment is f,rnal, he never had the opportunity to advance before
any court his defence in respect of the charge for which he was convicted by the
Supreme Court. The Supreme Courtrs ruling came without warning so there was no
opportunity to address arguments regarding this to the Supreme Court.

3.42 Hence, the Applicant BÓ never had the opportunity to present defences for what he was
convicted for, which constitutes a violation of Article 6(l) and Article 6(3)(a) and
6(3Xb) of the Convention.

Article 7 - Nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege
3.43 The Applicants submit that Article 16, cf. Article 153(lX2), of the Act on Public
Limited Companies does not constitute a clear and foreseeable prohibition for the
measures of which he is convicted. Hence, the Applicant's liability was not clearly

I4

defined in law at the time of the events at issue

3,44 Article 16(l)

.

of the Act on Public Limited Companies (Exhibit 21, p. 337 in

accompanying documents) reads :

Paymentþr a share may not amount to less than

íts nominal value.

3.45 Article 153(1)(2) of the Act on Public Limited Companies (Exhibit 21, p. 359 in
accompanying documents) reads
The

following is subject

to

:

fines or imprisonment for up to two years:

1.

t. .l

2.

Wilfully to violate the provisions of the present Act relating to the
acquisition of certainfinancial values þara. l, 2 and 5, Art. 8), the payment
of shøre cøpital, the issue of share certificates or provisional certificates,
the register of shares, ownshares (para. I and2, Art.55 andArt. 58 - 61),
the ChaÌrman's duty concerning the calling of Board meetings (para. 2, Art.
70), [summary regardíng group connection et. al (para' 4, Art, 84),J l) the
calling of a shareholders' meeting if the Company's capital and reserves
(equity) according to the Company's books has become le.çs than half of its
registered share capital ([para. 5, Art. 84] 1)), contributions to reserve
fund, allocation of dividend, refund of share capital contributions, credit or
security to shareholders et al. (Art. 104) and notiJication of the
establishment of a branch and the operation thereof (Art. 141). The same
applies to violations of the rules respecting share capital in a .foreign
currency in accordance with para. 4, Art. I, and the giving of information in
accordance with para. 8, ArL I.

3.46 The scope of the above liability rules of the Act on Public Limited Companies has been
believed to be limited, cf, paragraphs 3.49 and 3.50 below, to the petsons acting on
behalf of the Public Limited Company at issue, in their role within the company itself.
3.47 In the case the Applicant LG was charged with having paid, on behalf of BBR as the
investor, less than nominal value for the share capital increase of Exista. Prior to the
judgment, it was generally accepted that the parties liable, if any, for violation of law
when increasing share capital of Exista, would be the directors of Exista and not the
purchaser of the shares, i.e. the counterparty of the company that decides to increase its
share capital for any given amount (which such counterparty accepts or does not accept
to take part in). If the directors of a company violate the company law, including Article
16, then that can be subject to fines under Article 152 of the Act on Public Limited
Companies.

3.48 In this regard it is furthermore important to note that Scandinavian law does not contain
any prior precedent for the liability, on grounds of company law, of an unrelated third
party in respect of measures taken by a public limited company. Moreover, in Icelandic
case law, it had been held that a third party could not be liable on grounds of Article
153(2) of the Act on Public Limited Companies. In Supreme Court Judgment No.
38512007 (Exhibit 2, p. 6 in accompanying documents), it was argued that J, a Chief
Executive Officer of B at the time the measures at issue were taken, could not be liable
under the liability rule of Article l53Q) of the Act on Public Limited Companies. In its
conclusion on that argument the Supreme Court stated:
Regarding this argument ít must be considered that Act No. 2/1995 does
not stipulate specifically that a limited liability company may become
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liable, as would have to be the case if it were to be rendered, cf, Article
l9(a) of the Criminal Code No. 19/1940 with later amendments. Many
provisions of Act No. 2/1995 stipulate the rights and oblîgations of limited
Iiabitity companies and prohibit certain measures of them, without
specifically stating that the provisions regard individuals in certaín
positions within a company. This applies, among other things, to various
other provisions than Article 104, that are referred to in Article 153(1)(2)
of said Act. Obviously these provisions of.the Act contain a permission or
obligation of the persons that are authorized to legally bind a limited
Iiability company, to take certain measures and prohibition of them
performing other measures, as a limited liability company cannot take any
measures without the aid of a person.

3.49 The Applicants note that the interpretation of Article 153 of the Act on Public Limited
Companies constitutes a turnaround from the accepted practice in Icelandic company
law and cannot be regarded as being a reasonably foreseeable development of law.
Rather, LG was the victim of an unforeseen tumaround and in fact convicted for
violation of legal rules that did not exist at the time of the alleged violation, in 2008, but
came into being by the judgments of the Icelandic courts in this case.

3.50 Moreover, the principle that should be applied is that where a penal rule is vaguely
expressed or there is a reasonable doubt to the meaning of law on penal rules, it is the
defendant that benefits from that doubt and not the legislator who did not express
himself clearly enough. Under Icelandic law it is customary, but not without
exemptions, that when specific acts of law contain an authorization to sentence
individuals to imprisonment and/or fines, they refer accurately to the Articles whose
violations may result in such sentence.
3.51

Act on
Public Limited Companies apply to the acts of other persons than the representatives of
the company at issue, it would have been not only possibie but also easy and simple to
include references to third parties in the legislation.

FIad the legislator intended from the beginning that the relevant provisions of the

3.52 The law must be of certain quality, it must be accessible to the persons concemed and
formulated with sufficient precision to enable them - if need be, with appropriate advice
- to foresee, to a degree reasonable in the circumstances of each case, the consequences
which a given action may entail (Margaretø and Roger Andersonv. Sweden).

3.53 Neither a legal opinion nor an analysis of previous case law would have enabled the
Applicants to foresee that the activities at issue here could result in criminal liability
under Icelandic law. The parties could not have foreseen that FSK would not read the
notification and that BBR would not be offered to make the frrll payment of share
capital, as is the usual process under Article l9 of the Companies Act.
3.54

legitimately believed that their behaviour was not illegal.
Applicant LG could not foresee that he could, as the buyer of newly issued shares in
Exista, be sentenced to jail for not paying more for the shares than agreed in contract
with the company issuing the shares.

In short, the Applicants

3.55 Moreover, the Applicant BÓ could not reasonably foresee that his licence to practice as
an attomey could be revoked as a consequence of simply sending a notification huly
describing his client's decsions

3.56 In the view of the Applicants, the legal provisions of the Act on Public Limited
Companies are unnecessarily imprecise and vague, as the Supreme Court interprets
16

them. Firstly, in the way that is not clear how and who can be liable if a payment is
accepted that is below the nominal value of the issued share capital. Secondly, as it can
be punishable for members of the bar to send notifications to the FSK that can be
viewed as misleading only because the accompanying explanations are not read by the
FSK. The Applicants could therefore not clearly distinguish between legal and illegal
activities and the legislation did not adequately protect the Applicants from arbitrary
interference.

'3.57 Interpreting criminal law so extensively to the accused detriment violates Article 7 of
the Convention and constitutes in fact a retrospective application of criminal law. This
should also be considered to contribute to an overall assessment of the violation of the
Applicants' right to a fair trial protected by Article 6 of the Convention, as cited above.
Article

I - breach of the right to respect þr

private life

3.58 The Special Prosecutor gathered warrants to search the premises of LOGOS, to seize
email correspondence from BÓ hosted by Siminn, to wiretap telephone communication
of both Applicants and to search the Applicant LGrs home and summerhouse as
described in paragraphs 2.27 through 2.40 (Exhibits 3-7, p. 112-135 in accompanying
documents).

3.59 The substantive conditions of a house search are found in Article 74 of the Criminal
Procedure Act. In Article 74(1) there is a authority to search "the house of the
defendant" inter alia to "find evidence or items that could be confiscated." Acoording to
Article 7aQ) in a "reasoned suspicion that a crime has been committed that can lead to
prosecution and can be punished by imprisonment" has to be in place for a house search
to be qualified - in all instances. Finally, but not lastly, "obvious interests of the
investigation" have to be at stake.

3.60 In the requests for warrants to sea¡ch the premises of LOGOS and email correspondence
hosted by Síminn made by the Special Prosecutor to the District Court of Reykjavík the
suspected crimes of BÓ are desctibed, i.e. that he had sent the FSK a notiltcation of
share capital increase with reference made to an enclosed specialist's report on payment
for the shares.

3.61 All the relevant information that the Supreme Court conviction of Applicant BÓ was
based on was at hand for the Special Prosecutot when he requested a search warrant.
What the search and seizure was meant to accomplish was very briefly described in the
request for warrant saying that it "should be considered likely that materials of evidence
might be found at LOGOS", without further establishing what that might be or what
evidential value the search and seizure might have.

3.62 Therc were no "obvious interests of the investigation" at stake, cf. Article 74(3) of

the

Criminal Procedure Act.

3.63 The obtaining of a search warrant is not just a formality. All the material necessary to
grant a warrant must be presented to the judge so he can establish that conditions are
truly met. It is common ground that the investigation must present not only the
necessary material so that the judge can satisfr himself that the statutory conditions are
fulfilled, but there must be complete disclosure to the judge, also of anything that might
militate against the grant.
3.64 'lhe importance of the judge being personally satisfied is underpinned by the fact that
the defendant, the person which is to be subject to the search and seizure, is not in
attendance and cannot argue against the warrant. In order to be able to evaluate after17

the-fact that the judge indeed conducted the necessary investigation sufftcient teasons
and explanations of the evidence submitted have to be given in the warrant itself.

3.65 In the court verdicts granting the search warrants at stake there are no explanations
provided on the reasons of the warrants. The structure of the warrant is that hrstly the
reasons given by the Special Prosecutor are simply repeated verbatim, then the judge
simply states that "with reference to the aforementioned and submitted material the
conditions of Articles 75(l) and 75Q), cf. Article 75(t), are considered fulfilled".
3.66 Materials seized in the house searches of LOGOS and Síminn were subject to attorneyclient privilege, as LOGOS is a law firm and the Applicant BÓ was at the time an
attorney and a member of the bar. It is forbidden to seize such materials, cf. Articles
68(1) and 119(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act. It is also a breach of Article 8 of the
Convention.

3.67 The substantive conditions of seizure are provided by Article 68(1) of the Criminal
Procedure Act. The Article provides that the investigation can seize "material, inter alia
documents, if it can be expected that the material, or information that it contains, can
have evidential value in a criminal investigation." It is forbidden to seize materials that
contain information on "correspondence between a defendant and his defence" or
"information referenced in Anicle ll9(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act." The reference
to Article 1l9Q) covers inter alia information "on private mattsrs" that an attorney has
been entrusted with by his client.
3.68 It has been established by the earlier case law of the Supreme Court of Iceland that
Article llg!) Criminal Procedure Act's concept of "private matters" should be
interpreted broadly, in line with the protection that Articles 6 and 8 of the Convention
provide, cf. Supreme Court judgment no. 40812013 (Exhibit 14, p. 197 in accompanying
documents):

Even if the words "private mqtters", in general owareness, principally
mean personal and private matters of individuals, various things
recommend against such a strict interpretation in the relevant context.
Firstly, the provision covers inter alia public accountants, which indicates
that financial matters can fall under the scope of the concept þr this
purpose. Secondly, a similar word ìs used in Article 5 of Act no. 50/1996
on Information, as a synonym for private and financial matters of
individuals and also financial and business interests of companies and
other entities. Last but not least the human rights provísions of the
Constitution, inter alía Artícles 70 and7l that provide the rights to afair
trial qnd the right to private life, have been interpreted so that entities
such as límited liability companies enjoy their protection and the scope of
the protection can be financial and business interests. This coincídes with
the European Court of Human Right's interpretatíon of Articles 6 and I of
the Convention, cf. Act no. 62/1994
Having this in regard Article 119(2)(b) of [the Criminal Procedure ActJ
must be considered to cover private, financial and business matters of both
individuals and legal entities, given that the experts listed in the Article, or
experts that should enjoy similar confidentiality with their clients, have
been entrusted with such inþrmation. [...J Interpreting this Article, that
provîdes an exemption from the duty to give witness evidence, has to take
into consideration that it is set up to defend the conJidential nature of the
relationship between an erepert and a client seeking his advice, so that the
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client can generally trust that inþrmation on his private matters, that he
provides the expert with, won't be used against him later against his will
in a crimínal case.

3.69 This provides that information that can be found at a law firm generally qualifies as
"private matters" in this sense and that it is principally prohibited to seize such
materials,

3.70 Articlç 119(3) of the Criminal Procedure Act provides authorisation for a judge to
waive such privileges of material that falls under the scope of Article ll9(2), under very
strict and specific circumstances, when it comes to enforcing witness duty. 1'his Article
does not allow for waiving such privileges in order to seize material that falls under the
scope of Article ll9(2)- Such material is for this reason always exempt from seizure
because of Article 68(l) of the Criminal Procedr¡e Act.
3 .7 t The Court has particularly stated that a house search of the offices of an attomey can

only be concluded respecting proper legal safeguards, even if the attorney himself is
under suspicion of having committed a criminal act. Even if there is general legal basis
for such measures, they have to specify with precision the circumstances in which
privileged material can be subject to search and seizure, so that both the attorney and his
client can enjoy the maximum degree of ptotection theyrre entitled to under the rule of
law in a democratic society (Salinen and others v Finland 50882/99 para 92).

3.72 Neither the request for warrant, the decision to gtant it nor the conduct of the search and
seizure was in accordance with the law and necessary in a democraîic society, cf.
Article 8(2) of the Convention. Seized materials contained privileged information about
correspondence between attorneys and their clients, inter alia the Applicants of this case
and the house search of LOGOS and subsequent seizure of data at LOGOS and from
Síminn, were as such in breach of Article 8 of the Convention'

3.73 The Applicant BÓ was merely suspected of having sent a misleading notifrcation to
FSK. The notification was public, filed to the FSK and present in the case frorn the
beginning. There was therefore no reason to search the premises of his law office and
definitely not sufficient reason to violate the privilege of an attorney-client relationship.
Such search must therefore be regarded as disproportionate to any legitimate aim.

3.74

the phone calls of the Applicant BÓ were wire-tapped in the period
^dditionally
between
22 January and 12 February 2010, around one and a halfyears after the events
subject to investigation occurred. The phone-calls subject to wire-tapping were with
other clients, colleagues and personal phone calls. Many of the conversations were
confidential, including ones concerning legal advice on tax affairs for various clients.

3.75 The consent signed and given by the managing partner of LOGOS at the time was not
sufficient to justify the search and seizure in the submission of the Applicants. Firstly
because the consent was given under extreme pressure from the ofhce of the Special
Prosecutor and to save the reputation of LOGOS from even further damage by negative
media coverage. Secondly, the consent was not given by a competent PartY, as it was
not given by the Applicant BÓ himself nor by the clients the seized materials
concerned, inter alia the Applicant LG. The Applicants therefore had no part in
approving the search and seizure and cannot be considered bound by the consent given.
Thirdly, because an appeal to the Icelandic Supreme Court (of a district court judgment
accepting a house search and seizure) does not have any actual meaning or purpose as
the acts are already over and the Supreme Court has accepted that the investigators can
hold on and use data and documents even though it has not been obtained in accordance
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with the relevant act on procedure. This is why LOGOS could not seek any remedy by
appealing to the Supreme Court - the Special Prosecutor would always have obtained
what he wanted and would not have been obliged to retum what he already had in his
possession. LOGOS had therefore exhausted all remedies before the district court.

3.76 Evidence obtained in the search and seizure at LOGOS has surfaced in other cases, cf.
p.27 ín Exhibit 1S (p. 263 in accompanying documents where the Special Prosecutor
refers to client-attorney privileged correspondence taken in the raid at LOGOS
premises.

3.77 The conditions for granting a \ryanant to wire-tap phone calls are stipulated in Articles
81, 83 and Sa(l) of the Criminal Procedure Act. The conditions are that there is a reason
to believe that information integral to the investigation might be found, that an alleged
crime is punishable by years of imprisonment or vital public or private interests
demand it, furthermore a court verdict is needed. In the enclosed waffant granted for
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wire-tapping neither the condition of information integral to the investigation nor that
vital public or private interests are at stake are sought after by the judge and no
argument or reason given for granting the warrant, thus disregarding the legal
safeguards in place. It is apparent from the request for warrant and the verdict that the
conditions were not met.
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